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Announcing The Brand New, 7 Part, Step By Step Video Course, That Shows You ... "Finally, Learn How

to a Former College Student Flipped His Way Thru College After Facing a Financial Roadblock...And

How You Can Quickly and Easily Flip Websites Too!" You Get to Learn Directly From a Former College

Student That Flipped. This Step by Step 7 Part Video Course Will Show You How You Can Create Fast

Websites that You Can Flip, The Right Way. There's No Theory Here!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- From the Desk of: [Your Name] Dear Future

Website Flipper, FACT: People have been buying businesses since the beginning. And when you take

this same concept online, you get people buying website businesses BIG PROBLEM: While this maybe

so, without the proper knowledge, you can easily lose thousands of dollars. You can easily lose weeks or

even months testing and figuring things out without the proper blueprint. TRUE STORY: How do I know

this? You see...In college, I faced a work injury; left with bills to pay and a chance to go to college,

possibly lost. I failed for the first two years, but the last year was my final year in college. I turned to the

Internet and the few things that began working for me was website flipping. I lost a lot of money and time

in 2003; since time is money. However, I was able to produce $100 - 200 flips in a matter of days. While I
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did not get rich, I was able to pay off my tuition year by year. In this video The Solution... As I mentioned

earlier briefly, you can create fast website flips and earn a few hundred here and there with basic

knowledge. And thats what youll learn in this video series. The basics, which is all you need to make a

few hundred here and there. This is not a get rich quick program, nor do I guarantee you will become rich.

But with the proper training you will understand the basics, and from there move to more advanced

methods. Introducing... Fast Website Flips 7 Part Video Course What can this video series do for you?

This step by step, 7 part video series, takes you by the hand and shows you how to create fast website

flips even if you are a newbie, the right way! There's no theory involved here like other video series. You

learn directly from my former college days in 2003 and the mistakes I made, so that you don't have to.

Here's a list of this 7 part video series in more detail Video #1 : Introduction to Fast Website Flips n this

video you will learn how the Fast Website Flips system works, what tools you will need before you get

started, and what to expect in the video series as a whole. This will help give you a head start and allow

you to implement this system at a faster rate. Keep in mind, just as the title states, the goal of this video

series is to help you create fast flips, which can run anywhere from a couple hundred or more. There is no

guarantee, but this is taken from a proven system that I have used since 2003 and has worked well.

Video #2 : Brainstorming: Business Income Model Let me ask you a question. How will your website

make money? You need to know this before you create your website, because that is the primary reason

why your prospects will buy your website. If you just setup a website and try to sell it without answering

the above question, then you may as well say goodbye to your future clients. There are many business

models we will look at. All of which are easy to plan ahead and setup. Some may sell more than others,

but the key is to test it out for yourself. Video #3 : Researching esearch Research Research. Before you

move on, you need to do the proper research. By this I am talking about knowing exactly what sites you

are going to create in terms of not only business income model, but content, and what it will look like. You

need to know the market, do your keyword research, and ensure that what you are about to spend time

on is going to be profitable. Video #4 : Getting the Content and Graphics Once you do the proper

brainstorming and research, it is time to start creating content and gathering those graphics. Graphics will

help make your content look better, But the question is, should you use PLR Content or create your own

content? Where to find article writers? Where do you find graphics to add to your content? This part

doesnt have to be complicated, and it is not. In fact, this part can be outsourced easily. Video #5 :



Building a Site that Sells Youve brainstormed, youve researched, and youve got the content. Now its time

to take all of that you have done earlier and set it up. In this system, we will be using Wordpress Content

Management System, so you can get your sites up and running fast and still make it look good. Video #6 :

Website Indexing and SEO Basics Websites that have traffic coming to them or are properly indexed in

the search engines, can can sell for more. You see a lot of people tend to just setup websites and sell

them. While you can make a couple hundred or more bucks that way, why not do some proper traffic

generation while youre at it? Let the site sit for a bit and add it to the establish sites listings. You see...with

Wordpress you can do On-Page SEO optimization fairly easily and you will learn that and traffic

generation in this video. Video #7 : Selling Your Website Now its time to sell your website. How should

you go about doing this? What should you do before selling your website? Watch this video for all these

answers . -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- So...with that said, grab this video

series today, and learn how to start your own website flipping business...the right way today! Add this

product to your cart now for only.... $67 $47 Regards, [Your Name] P.S. This is one of the most risk-free

ways to starting your website flipping business P.P.S. Don't start flipping websites without the proper

blueprint, otherwise you'll make the same mistakes I did and everyone that tries to get into this industry.
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